Frequently Asked Questions

What is the illumiSAFE?
The illumiSAFE is a fully functional Smart Safe hidden inside a Smart Lamp. It is
fully controllable via a secure Smartphone App or an RFID key that ships with
every illumiSAFE.
What was the inspiration for the illumiSAFE?
The illumiSAFE was created in response to the lack of attention given to “smart
enable” safe storage. The team saw an opportunity to connect people to their
valuables in a more convenient way without compromising safety. The team
focused on creating a Hidden Safe solution that people would be proud to include
in their home decor.
What is the safe made out of ?
The illumiSAFE is constructed out of sturdy, safe-grade materials. The outer
casing is made of carbon steel while the inner casing is made of aluminum. The
inner compartment and gun-holding elements are constructed from high-quality
polycarbonate.
How does it work?
The inner casing is propelled upward through a series of electric motors and steel
guides located at the base of the illumiSAFE. The mechanics are controlled
through both Bluetooth Low Energy or through home wifi when accessed and
controlled remotely.
How long does it take to open the safe?
Whether activated by the RFID key or the mobile App, the lamp takes 3 seconds
to open completely. We are also building a fire-arm specific model that will cut the
open time to less than one second.
Are the internal configurations permanent?
The internal compartment of the illumiSAFE comes in a variety of
configurations. Customers can purchase multiple configurations to allow storage
for different items including an all-drawer configuration, an open compartment
configuration, a combination drawer-firearm configuration and a double-firearm
configuration.

Does it integrate with home automation platforms?
The illumiSAFE is currently going through the rigorous approval process required
to be MFI Certified by Apple and is built to be seamlessly incorporated into
Apple’s HomeKit ecosystem. Users will be able to accessed the illumiSAFE
through the Home App on the iPhone/iPad/Apple Watch and Apple TV..It can
also be controlled using SiriThe illumiSAFE will soon integrate with Google
Home, Amazon’s Alexa and the Vivent SmartHome platforms.
Will the lamps include any visible branding to indicate its a safe?
The goal of the illumiSAFE is to appear as an elegant, yet unsuspecting, piece of
fine lighting furniture and will therefore feature no distinguishing features or
branding on the exterior.
How many lamp body styles are available?
The illumiSAFE comes ready to wear a variety of lamp bodies ranging from brass,
glass and stone designs to walnut, white pine and even mother of pearl. We
anticipate making over 100 styles available by Spring of 2018.
What other products is the Odon team working on?
The Odon team has developed prototypes of a smaller version of the illumiSAFE
called the illumiSAFE mini. Other items in prototype phase include a secure hair
stand built specifically for the salon industry, a firearm-specific model with a faster
open-time design, and a integrate-able desk version for the demanding
professional.
How much will it sell for?
We will be releasing more information over the next few months as we begin
taking pre-orders and narrow in on the features sets and designs that will ship to
customers. Stay tuned!
Who comprises the Odon/illumiSAFE Team?
The Odon team is comprised of CEO, Burt Skiba JD/MBA ,who comes from the
aerospace industry with experience in industrial engineering and design; President,
Mark Evans JD/MBA who brings hardware manufacturing and software
development experience, Principal Engineer, Clint Solomon who’s experience has
been in medical device design and production; VP of Strategy, Tom Merrill, who’s
industry analysis experience has centered mostly on health care, and Yuchong Li,
electrical engineer.
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